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FoSBR Newsletter         Number 105         March 2021 

(Friends of Suburban Bristol Railways) 
 

Funding for Road and Rail  
 

(a) Roads 
 

 

Part of this budget was for maintenance (re-surfacing, bridge/ ditch maintenance and 
repairs, safety barrier replacements, etc.) and the DfT said that £12billion of the monies 
would be for upgrades - but that still leaves a lot of money for new roads.  Some new road 
schemes promised are the Lower Thames Crossing between Kent and Essex, the A46 
Newark bypass in the Midlands, and the Pant-Llanymynech bypass along the Welsh border 
route of the A483, as well as work on “unclogging Manchester’s arteries.   

In the South West, these include  

 M49,  Avonmouth Junction (completed except for link road) 

 A303 dualling between Sparkford and Ilchester,   

 A417 Air Balloon, connecting the A417 dual carriageway sections near Birdlip 

 A303 Amesbury to Berwick Down (Stonehenge tunnel + associated road dualling)  

Coupled with this, part of the £27bn will be used to fund development of future potential 
projects for the period 2025-2030.  32 schemes are being considered, the nearest to Bristol 
being the Severn Resilience Package - upgrading the M4 on the eastern approaches to the 
Severn Crossings near Bristol, following the removal of the tolls from the M4 Prince of 
Wales Bridge.   

The National Policy Statement for National Networks (NPS) of 2014 made it a legal 
requirement for the environmental effects to be taken into account when developing 
nationally significant road and rail schemes.  Since 2014, environmental targets have 
changed.   

In the budget of March 2020, 
which seems a long time ago 
after a year of coronavirus, the 
Chancellor Rishi Sunak 
announced a massive £27 billion 
package for roads over the five 
year period 2020-2025, billed as 
’the largest ever investment in 
English strategic roads’.  This was 
laid out in the DfT’s Road 
Investment Strategy document 
(Road Investment Strategy 2: 
2020-2025  
(publishing.service.gov.uk).   

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/oct/10/revised-plans-for-thames-crossing-attract-controversy
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/951100/road-investment-strategy-2-2020-2025.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/951100/road-investment-strategy-2-2020-2025.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/951100/road-investment-strategy-2-2020-2025.pdf
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In August 2020,  the campaign group Transport Action Network (TAN) was given leave to 
seek a judicial review of the Government’s £27bn roads programme, stating that it was 
incompatible with environmental and air quality commitments.  This brought to light 
documents showing that the Transport Secretary, Grant Shapps, had overridden his 
officials’ advice to review the roads policy.  A review could stall the roadbuilding 
programme and give fresh impetus to challenges to individual schemes.  We wait to see 
what happens.   
 

Of course money needs to be spent on maintenance and safety measures and there are 
certainly some road schemes that are to be welcomed.  But are all the proposed 
enhancements (such as extra junctions on motorways, extra lanes), and the many new 
road schemes really necessary?  Could there be alternative means of keeping the country 
moving?   
 

As a postscript: One thing that most people will welcome is the Chancellor’s March 2020 
budget announcement of an additional £500M per year to top up the ‘Pothole Action 
Fund’ - to repair potholes or prevent them in the first place.  He said that this would be 
sufficient to repair 50 million potholes!  WECA will get £8.5M of this for the 2020-2025 
period.  
  

(b) Rail  
 

As explained in Newsletter No. 103 (June 2020), the Government is pumping in a lot of 
money to keep train services going during the pandemic.  When the pandemic hit in March 
2020, it stepped in to keep train services running for key workers and essential supplies by 
agreeing Emergency Measures Agreements with the train operating companies – the cost 
being £4billion to the end of September.  In September 2020, the support was renewed 
with new agreements called Emergency Recovery Measures Agreements (ERMAs) which 
will last for 18 months.   
 
Although we must be thankful for the recent Government support for rail, there are some 
slightly worrying signs that it may be starting to claw some money back:   
 

 The government has cut £1bn from the rail infrastructure budget following the 
chancellor's Comprehensive Spending Review in November 2020.  The cut was not 
mentioned by the Chancellor during his speech when he said that the Government 
would deliver on its record investment plans in infrastructure as part of its “levelling 
up”’ agenda.  The cut will fall on Network Rail's "enhancement" budget for Control 
Period 6 (the five year period from 2019-2024) which had been set at £10.4bn but is 
now reduced to £9.4billion. It will not affect spending on repairs, maintenance and 
renewals work – which is funded separately.   This 10% cut casts doubt over some of 
the long-planned proposals to improve rail infrastructure – but it is not yet possible to 
say where the axe will fall.    
 

 In January 2021 the Department for Transport (DfT) announced plans to cut Transport 
for the North’s 2021-2022 budget by 40% - from the requested £10M down to £6M.  It 
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has also signalled an intention to axe the £150M Smart Ticketing programme.  This has 
brought charges that the government is “levelling down” the North as opposed to 
‘levelling up’.  

(c)   Rail projects in this area - reasons to be cheerful? 

There has been some concern over whether any of the existing MetroWest rail projects, 
particularly Phase 2, might be adversely affected by these Network Rail budget cuts.  
However we have been assured that MetroWest phase 1 and 2 funding is secure and so 
will not be affected by the cuts.  Unfortunately the same cannot be said for other proposed 
schemes such as the re-opening of St Anne’s Park station.  We will just have to wait and 
see what is proposed - although, of course, FoSBR will be applying major pressure to push 
these infrastructure projects forward.   

What we can be reasonably assured of in the near future is:  

 Bristol Temple Meads via the Severn Beach line to Westbury half-hourly service will 

start in December 2021.  Enabling works (improvements to three level crossings on the 

route) are in progress.   

 Portway Park and Ride – will be ready by end 2021 

 Portishead line will be open for passenger services during 2024 

 The Temple Meads to Filton Abbey Wood line will be extended to re-opened Henbury 

and North Filton stations in December 2023 

 New stations at Charfield and Ashley Down are due to open in December 2023 

(d)  WECA Rail Plan 

It is also worth noting that an ambitious new rail plan for the region has been prepared 
by WECA and Network Rail.  This is the ‘10 Year Plan for Strategic Rail Investment’ plan 
that was approved by WECA in December 2020.   It sets out projects planned for 
delivery up to 2030 but also looks to developing schemes for delivery in the period 
2030-2045. The above projects feature in this plan.  The main points are summarised 
on the FOSBR website:   https://fosbr.org.uk/weca-strategic-rail-investment-plan. 
 

******************************************************************** 

 

FOSBR 2021 Membership Subscriptions  

Thanks to all of you who have renewed your membership for this year.  Your subscriptions 
and donations are much appreciated and are vital for our campaign to improve local rail 
services.  A 2021 membership card is enclosed. 

To those of you who have not yet renewed your membership, it is not too late and we 
would be very happy to receive your subscriptions.   

Best wishes, Tony Lloyd (FOSBR Membership Secretary) 

 

https://fosbr.org.uk/weca-strategic-rail-investment-plan
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Bristol Port and the Severn Beach Line 
 
We have reported in previous newsletters (nos. 88, 80 and 95) how the needs of Bristol 
Port for access to its Avonmouth Docks clash with the requirements for opening the 
Henbury Loop (the railway route from Avonmouth along the Henbury line to Bristol 
Parkway).  Developments at the Port could have an effect on this dynamic.   

(a) Great Western Freeport 

The West of England Combined Authority (WECA) put in a bid in February 2021 to host a 
‘Great Western Freeport’.  This would have been based around Bristol Port, with additional 
tax and customs sites at Avonmouth and Severnside, the Junction 21(M5) Enterprise Area 
and the Gravity Smart Campus which is being created at the 635-acre former Royal 
Ordnance Factory site near Junction 23 of the M5.  The Freeport bid suggested that up to 
50,000 jobs would be created in the region, with an annual return of £3 billion to the 
regional economy.  The Freeport would most likely have considerably increased the 
amount of traffic in the Severnside/Avonmouth area.   

However we have now found out (in the Chancellor’s budget speech of 3rd March) that the 
Great Western Freeport was not on the list of eight that have been selected.  It is not clear 
whether there will be scope for further freeports in the future.  

(A note of interest: the new Gravity Park will have a new £50M rail link from the south west 
mainline for both freight and passenger access to the site.  Network Rail has completed a 
feasibility study and confirms that the connection is deliverable and has sufficient paths to 
run the new rolling stock.  This shows what CAN be done if the will is there!).   

 

(b) Deep Sea Container Terminal at Avonmouth Docks 

The Port of Bristol plans to construct a deep sea terminal for container traffic on a 
brownfield site at Avonmouth Docks.  It is designed to service not only today’s largest 
container vessels but also future generations of ultra large container ships (carrying up to 
14,000 containers) entering service, with three 400m berths dredged to a depth of 18m.  
 
The Port was granted permission by the Secretary of State in 2010 under a ‘harbour 
revision order’ to develop this terminal, without the need for a public enquiry.   This 
required the works to be completed (or all parts to be substantially started) within 10 
years, i.e. before 1st September 2020.  Due to a downturn in container trade, the works did 
not start within the permitted period and so the Port applied for and was granted a further 
10 year extension, to September 2030.  The Port is currently waiting for global economic 
conditions to improve before starting work, construction taking about 3 years. 
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The site for the proposed terminal – a 
former oil terminal and oil tanker jetty 

 

A visualisation of the new terminal – the rail 
connection is shown in yellow 
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According to the Port, the movement of goods to and from the new terminal will be: 

 by transhipments to other sea ports in ships  

 by rail; ‘trains could carry up to 40% of the cargo from the new terminal’.  It appears 
that the existing rail link from Holesmouth Junction into the port area will be extended 
to the new terminal.  Thus the rail traffic from the port will largely join the Severn 
Beach line at Holesmouth junction.  

 by road; mostly via Crowley Way, the link road from St  Andrews Gate roundabout to 
the M5, Junction 18.  It is suggested that this will increase traffic by less than 5%! 

This proposed new development, if and when it occurs, is likely to generate more road 
traffic in the area and also potentially more rail freight movements on the Henbury line 
towards Stoke Gifford.    

The King Road Avenue level crossing has long been regarded as a potential bottleneck to 
port access.  If the number of passenger or freight trains between Avonmouth and St 
Andrews Road increase, Bristol Port Company loses road access through one of its main 
gates more frequently.  Plans have been discussed for a road or rail flyover to avoid this 
conflict. 
 

If the Severn Beach line terminated at Avonmouth station, this would also remove the 
road/rail conflict but there would be several undesirable side effects:   

 It would end any possibility of opening up the Henbury Loop (i.e. connecting the new 
Henbury Station directly to Avonmouth).   

 It would make it more difficult to re-open Chittening station – which we think could 
serve some of the large trading estates nearby (see FoSBR Newsletter no 91 for more 
information).  

 It would isolate Severn Beach from the rest of the Severn Beach line (it would have to 
be called the Avonmouth line instead?).  It is interesting to note that the recent WECA 
Rail Plan suggests a new chord from the north of Hallen Marsh Junction, linking the 
line going south from Severn Beach directly onto the Hallen line.  If the Severn Beach 
line was still connected directly to Severn Beach station, having this extra pathway 
could increase the flexibility of service pattern for Severn Beach, i.e. there would be a 
rail connection both to Avonmouth (and to the other stations on the Severn Beach line 
round to Temple Meads) and also to Temple Meads via Filton Abbey Wood.   But if that 
connection was severed, would the good citizens of Severn Beach be happy with losing 
the direct link to the current Severn Beach line route?   

 One other point: this new chord would allow the waste trains from London, that 
currently travel around the Severn  Beach line to the Severnside Energy Recovery 
Centre, to go directly via Parkway up to Severn Beach (and then back down to the 
Recovery Centre).  Could this in fact be the plan for the future?    

 It would mean the end of St Andrews station.  Although not used very much at 
present, surely there is scope to increase its usefulness?  A large Asda warehouse lies 

just across the road from it and there are many other large employers nearby.  Possibly a 
better service plus a more pleasant ambiance for the station might encourage greater 
use. Severnside Community Rail Partnership (SCRP) announced, in their recent 
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progress report, that there is a new station adoption group to try and improve the 
environment around St Andrews Road station – this group being supported by 
SevernNet social enterprise.  

**************************************************** 

Public Transport in Avonmouth and Severnside  

The Severnside rail set-up has been in limbo for quite a long time now but also the whole 
public transport provision in the Avonmouth and Severnside Enterprise Area (ASEA) needs 
some improvement.    

 
At present, Stagecoach runs three bus services into the area (nos. 10, 11, 12) and First Bus 
provides two bus services (nos. 3 and 4).  However these do not give a comprehensive 
coverage of the ASEA area.  Stagecoach also provide a number of private services for 
Amazon and Lidl.  WECA also has long term plans to run a MetroBus link through the area.  

One barrier to improving the bus services is the difficulty of siting bus stops on private land 
where the roads remain non-adopted (by the Council) – for example on the Western 
Approach.  Stops also need to be formalised at Smoke Lane and Chittening.  Additionally, 
to plan future bus (and rail) services, employers need to share details on shift times, 
employee numbers and projected recruitment with transport providers.  SevernNet (the 
umbrella organisation for businesses in the ASEA area) has taken on this liaison role.    

ASEA covers some 1600 
hectares and stretches five 
miles along the Severn 
estuary.  A massive growth in 
industry and jobs is planned 
over the next few years and 
so there will be a greatly 
increased need for efficient 
transport of people and 
freight- both to/from the 
area and also within it.    
 

Peter Tyzack, of Pilning and 
Severn Beach Parish Council, 
recently described the 
northern part of ASEA and 
areas around it as ‘a 
transport desert’.  He 
emphasised the need for 
local authorities to provide a 
masterplan for transport in 
the area.   

Avonmouth and Severnside 

Enterprise Area (ASEA) 
outlined in red 
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FoSBR’s frustration with public transport in ASEA stems in part from the continuing neglect 

of Pilning station, despite its location being 700 metres (as the crow flies) from the Tesco 

Distribution Depot at Western Approach.  Finally, in December 2021, we should see a half-

hourly service to Avonmouth and an hourly service to Severn Beach.  The more regular 

train service, combined with bus interchange opportunities, could transform public 

transport provision and reduce car usage.   

***************************************************** 
M49, Junction 1 (Avonmouth) 
 

We may think that there are many problems in getting new railway projects up and 
running but some road projects, too, can hit snags.   
 

 
The junction, looking west to east across the M49.   The truncated link road in the foreground 

should lead into a new distribution centre.                                                   Photo:  Bristol Post 

A new junction from the existing M49 has been built to provide a direct connection from 
the motorway to Avonmouth and Severnside Enterprise Area – and specifically to Central 
Park, a new distribution centre used by Amazon, Tesco, Lidl, Next, DHL and The Range and 
Royal Mail and others.  An existing bridge that carried Farm Lane over the motorway was 
connected up to a new bridge to form the junction roundabout.  Construction of this £50M 
junction started in 2017 and was completed in late 2019.  Well, almost ……….   
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If you look closely at the picture above you can see that there is something missing – a 
connection between the junction and the distribution park.  The link road to the 
distribution centre was meant to be built by the developer, Delta Properties, but this was 
disputed.  For some time there was a complete impasse and the junction became known 
as ‘the most expensive dead end’.  Meanwhile, the communities of Easter Compton, 
Hallen, Pilning and Severn Beach continued to suffer as a constant stream of HGVs rolled 
through the villages.   
 

Finally, after months of arguments between the developer and South Gloucestershire 
Council, the West of England Combined Authority (WECA) stepped in and announced in 
February 2021 that it had allocated £1million to build the link roads.  A completion date is 
yet to be confirmed, but it is understood that the work will take a year. 

**************************************************** 
Bedminster Station 
 

  

Facilties - what facilities? 

The station has two island platforms and so four potential platforms - but with only three 
operational, due to the way the tracks are currently operated.  The original length of the 
platforms has been reduced, with half being fenced off and so not usable.  There are very 
limited facilities: basic shelters on each island, a customer help point and some cycle 
storage by the street entrance – but it is unstaffed, has no facility for buying tickets or 
having refreshments, no toilets and no CCTV. 

Besides lack of facilities, there are problems with access to the station: 

 There is only one street access to the station – via Fraser Street at the junction with 
Windmill Hill.  This is connected to a subway in the station and then by ramps up to the 
platforms.  There used to be another entrance to the station; this was via the 
underpass of Windmill Close, up a ramp to paths connecting to the eastern ends of the 
platforms.  However, this access has been blocked off.     

This station, 1 mile west of 
Temple Meads on the 
Bristol to Exeter line, has 
the potential to be a very 
useful transport hub in the 
south of Bristol.  But it is 
underused and certainly 
undersold - it could be so 
much better. 
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 The ramps providing the existing access within the station have gradients greater than 
1 in 12 - so are not compliant with disabled access requirements of the Equalities Act.     

 

 Both the existing and the now closed Windmill Close entrances exited from the station 
to the south (Victoria Park) side of the railway line, whereas the busier commercial and 
residential areas lie to the north (Bedminster ) side.  Any passengers from the north of 
the railway line have to pass under the Windmill Hill bridge to access the station.    

 
 

 

 

Access to the station – 

showing the entrance to 

the subway (painted 

white) and the exit via 

brick pillars (on the left) 

onto Fraser Street/ 

Windmill Hill 
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The only route from the 

Fraser St entrance via 

Windmill Hill (under the 

narrow bridge) to join 

Whitehouse Lane 

(Bedminster side of the 

railway line) 

 

Passenger demand  
 

New MetroWest train services will link the station directly to Bristol Temple Meads, 
Portishead, Bristol Parkway and Weston-super-Mare, with onward connections to the rest 
of the rail network.   According to the Office for Road and Rail statistics, Bedminster station 
had 104,000 users (entries and exits from statistics) during 2019/2020.  Obviously it has 
fallen since, due to the Covid pandemic, but will most likely increase again when 
restrictions are eased.  However more trains will stop, probably resulting in more 
passengers, when the new Portishead to Temple Meads passenger service starts – 
hopefully in 2024.   Besides this, there is a large development, the Bedminster Green 
development, planned for the area which could also generate more passenger traffic.  It is 
suggested that up to 3,000 more people might be accommodated in new residential units 
in the immediate catchment area of the station.  It should be noted that the proposed 
development is all to the Bedminster side of the railway line – to which the station has no 
direct access.   
 
Bristol City council have sought views on the transport needs for the new development in 
their ‘Bedminster Green River Restoration and Transport’ consultation, which ended on 
4th March 2021.  FoSBR has submitted a reply which can be viewed at:  
https://fosbr.org.uk/news/consultations/.   The main points from our reply are: 
 
 New access will be required both for EA compliance and also to provide a more direct 

route to East Street and the Bedminster area in general.  The existing route, via the 
narrow underbridge of Windmill Hill is really not fit for purpose.  Could the 
Government's 'Access for All' programme help fund this? 
 

 We understand preliminary investigations to have shown that extending the existing 
station subway so as to exit onto Whitehouse Lane (i.e. the East St. side of the line) and 
also reducing the gradient of the ramps would be far more technically difficult than one 
might imagine - and thus expensive.  

https://fosbr.org.uk/news/consultations/
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 We also wonder whether the alternative of completely replacing the subway with a 
footbridge, accessed by lifts and stairs, has been fully considered. This could provide a 
cheaper and less disruptive solution. 

 We would like to see access improved before the new homes are built, so that people 
do not find and get used to other forms of transport.  However, this kind of 
improvement can take a long time to fund and design and so, in the interim, we request 
that the plot of land between the station and Whitehouse Lane should be reserved for 
use as a transport hub.  

 

Besides the access problems, the station is not exactly appealing.  Some valiant efforts 
have been made to lessen the drabness – with murals on the subway walls, etc.  However 
it does need a make-over and it would be made far more appealing if the route from 
Bedminster was clear and easily visible with a welcoming entrance way into the station.  A 
shop or café/ restaurant, either in or next to the station, would also help to make it more 
of a ‘destination’ in its own right.    
 

Finally, WECA are bidding to the 2nd round of the 'Restoring your Railway', New Ideas fund 
for re-quadrupling the line from Temple Meads to Parson Street - a project known as the  
‘Bristol West Capacity Enhancement’.  It is also in the WECA Rail Delivery Plan for possible 
delivery in the period 2020-2030.   The works for this could be incorporated with those for 
the re-juvenation of the station.   

 

 
 

Severnside Community Rail Partnership have shared their annual progress report with 
FoSBR.  There is good news of community initiatives at Parson Street and Stapleton Road 
and it outlines some of the initiatives to support young people during lockdown.  We are 
also pleased to note that comprehensive CCTV has now been installed at Avonmouth and 
Severn Beach stations - paid for by a funding package initiated by the Partnership with 
contributions from the Community Rail Development Fund, GWR, Bristol City Council and 
South Gloucestershire Council. 
 

The report also shows the impact of Covid-19 on passenger numbers in the year to 
December 2020.  Sadly, passenger journeys on the Severn Beach Line (based on the GWR 
ticket sales) have halved (from 1,407,102 in 2019 to 703,746 in 2020), this level of ridership 
last being seen in 2009.  However, we hope and expect that passenger numbers will 
bounce back in 2021 as Covid retreats and travelling restrictions are lifted. 
If we assume that the first three months of the year were at 100% of normal ridership on 
the Severn Beach Line, then the next nine months ran at 33% of normal ridership in order 
to average out at a 50% drop in passenger numbers for the calendar year.  This is in line 
with the picture nationally.          
https://fosbr.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/20210200_Severnside-CRP-Progress-
Report-published-February-2021.pdf 

https://fosbr.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/20210200_Severnside-CRP-Progress-Report-published-February-2021.pdf
https://fosbr.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/20210200_Severnside-CRP-Progress-Report-published-February-2021.pdf
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Punctuality on the Severn Beach Line   
 

FoSBR quietly, behind the scenes, collects service data on the Severn Beach Line (SBL) and, 
as we approach the anniversary of the first lockdown, it seems appropriate to look back at 
how the pandemic has affected punctuality.  Typically, we consider that the travelling 
public will be most affected by cancellations and shortened journeys (due to turn back 
before the end of the scheduled service) but, whilst important, this focus potentially masks 
underlying problems with the services on the line.  Awareness of punctuality becomes 
more important with the proposed 30 minute service plus fitting in a new station stop at 
Portway P & R. 
 

The graph below shows the recent (January 2020 to February 2021) combined punctuality 
performance of all terminating services on the SBL - terminating at Avonmouth (AVN), 
Severn Beach (SVB) and Bristol Temple Meads (BTM).  It can be seen that, as passenger 
numbers tailed off due to the COVID restrictions, the punctuality performance improved; 
conversely, it decreased when passenger numbers increased again due to the relaxing of 
the COVID restrictions.  It is widely accepted that timings on the SBL are tight; these figures 
back that view and show there is a need for an increase in station dwell times.  
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When we look at the range of inbound and outbound journey times given in the timetable, 
we find that on average, the outbound services take a shorter time than the inbound ones: 
 
Outbound:  BTM to AVN  23-27 minutes;  BTM to SVB  34-39 minutes 

Inbound:     AVN to BTM  28-33 minutes;  SVB to BTM  38-48 minutes.  
 
Looking more closely at the timetable, we noticed that this difference between the total 
inbound and outbound journey times was due to only one segment of the line – an 
increase on the Clifton Down (CFN) to BTM portion of the inbound schedule when 
compared to the BTM to CFN portion of the outbound schedule.  There was no significant 
difference between the outbound or inbound travel times, from locations beyond Clifton 
Down.   

 

 Range of journey times between selected stations 

 BTM–CFN / CFN-BTM CFN-AVN / AVN-CFN AVN-SVB / SVB-AVN 

Outbound 11-16 minutes 11-13 minutes 9-12 minutes 

Inbound 15-26 minutes 12 minutes 9-10 minutes 
 

Why is there a planned difference in the inbound and outbound journey times for the 
Temple Meads to Clifton Down section of the line?  One possible reason may be that 
allowance has to be made in the timetable for the inbound Severn Beach line train to fit in 
with freight and other passenger trains on the mainline from Narroways Junction into 
Temple Meads.  We will discuss with GWR and Network Rail to see what the actual 
rationale behind it is.  Hopefully it is not just a cunning plan to massage the arrival statistics 
at BTM for rural services!    
 
Whatever the reason, the difference accounts for the substantially better punctuality 
performance at BTM when compared to AVN and SVB.  This is clearly shown when you 
compare the data for trains arriving at Temple Meads (from AVN and SVB) with the data 
for trains (from Temple Meads) terminating at either AVN or SVB:    
 

For trains terminating at % of services that were early or on time  
(between Jan 2020 and Feb 2021) 

BTM 68% 

AVN 43% 

SVB 47% 

 
Should overall journey times be increased in the May or December timetables to improve 
punctuality?  

Our data suggests that this could be answer to the punctuality problem.  We will raise this 
at NR / GWR timetabling meetings and also share our findings with Severnside Community 
Rail Partnership - for them to also ask for improvements.  There is scope for shortening the 
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station dwell time at AVN but any reduction would probably just result in an increased stop 
time at CFN; this is the only station where trains can cross each other due to the single 
track sections that exist in either direction from it.   Our analysis suggests that it is better to 
increase dwell times at stations between CFN and BTM. This is because the shorter 
distance between stations coupled with the greater volume of passengers requires a 
longer stop to safely allow passengers to alight and board - especially with bicycles, 
pushchairs and luggage. 
  

The section between AVN and SVB consistently sees a recovery in any late running because 
the long run between Holesmouth Junction and SVB allows catch up time. The section 
between CFN and AVN only has two stops and the distance between stations, coupled with 
the route length between CFN and AVN, allows for a degree of catch up - but this might 
change once Portway Park & Ride becomes operational. 
 
What will happen when Portway Park & Ride station is opened? 

This is currently scheduled for the end of the year and will be included in the December 
timetable.  This may of course change but let’s hope for an early Christmas present from 
NR!  If the timetable does not change, services to / from AVN could accommodate the 
extra stop at Portway - provided that the dwell time at AVN is reduced.  But, generally, 
services to / from SVB have a far shorter dwell time at SVB and so careful timetabling will 
be needed in order to accommodate the extra stop at Portway station. So, will the 
timetable be rewritten as a result? We probably will not know until the summer / autumn 
months and any changes may be linked with the introduction of the 30 minute frequency 
(see below). 
  

What will happen when the 30 minute frequency is introduced? 

FoSBR has long campaigned for a 30 minute frequency on this line and, sometime back, we 
had a stab at trying to see how this would work in practice although, at the time, we didn’t 
take into account any extra time required for servicing the Portway station!  It seemed to 
us that a 3rd unit and crew would be required and that, if timings really were too tight, 
instead of having the service going directly from BTM to SVB, there could be a separate 
shuttle service from AVN to / from SVB to form the hourly service – which would need to 
connect with the services from AVN to / from BTM.  However this is not something that we 
would welcome as it degrades the whole idea of a seamless journey from Temple Meads 
to Severn Beach.  
 

So, a 30 minute frequency is possible but, at present, there is little contingency for 
catching up any delays - which our data shows is often needed.  We know that reliability of 
service is very important to passengers, especially for this relatively low frequency service.  
How can this be solved? Possibly trains with quicker acceleration / shorter stopping 
distances are the answer; these could be battery powered or hybrids. It is also possible 
that we shall see double tracking between Stapleton Road and CFN which would introduce 
much needed resilience and flexibility.   However this is not going to happen soon and so 
will not help in the short term.  We will have to wait and see what solution is proposed; we 
of course will put forward our views at the appropriate time.   
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Historic Railway Structures at Risk     

Following the Beeching report in 1963, many railway lines in the UK were closed in a 
misguided attempt to lower the cost of the nationalised railway system.  Without any 
thought to possible future re-use, sections of closed lines were sold off to adjacent 
landowners or developers - effectively fragmenting the ownership of these routes.  Much 
of the infrastructure was dismantled and many of the fixed structures such as cuttings, 
bridges, abutments, viaducts and tunnels were destroyed.  But not all…..  

Those that survived became part of the British Rail "Burdensome Estate", this name 
showing the regard with which these structures were then held.  This estate was passed 
between various departments until, in 2013, it became the responsibility of Highways 
England, (on behalf of Department for Transport) as the Historic Railway Estate (HRE).   So 
Highways England became responsible for the inspection and repair of some 3,800 railway 
heritage assets, including 74 listed structures, and for their disposal where considered 
necessary.  All property, including historic railway assets, currently in Government hands 
can be viewed at:  https://governmentbuildings.co.uk/properties/view.  

Since the closure of the lines in the 1960s, the various bodies responsible for the non-
functional railway estate have continued to dispose of these assets.  This has resulted in 
rail re-openings being made impossible or so expensive as to be impractical - routes that 
would have made a valuable contribution to reducing pollution and congestion in our town 
and cities.  However, slowly it was realised that some use could be made of closed lines 
and associated land - for cycle ways (such as the Sustrans railway path from Bristol to 
Bath), bridleways, public footpaths and nature reserves; also, of course, that some of these 
routes could be re-opened as normal railway routes or as extensions to heritage lines.    

  
Chilcompton bridge - before infilling      Chilcompton bridge - after infilling 

Highways England has been undertaking occasional bridge infilling projects since it took 
over responsibility for the HRE in 2013.  One of them, at Chilcompton in Somerset, 
involved infilling of the bridge carrying Baker Street over the old Somerset & Dorset line 
with foamed concrete and creating topsoil covered embankments from either side of the 
infilled bridge.  This work, carried out during 2015, has blocked a future southern extension 
to the line operated by the Somerset & Dorset Railway Heritage Trust, despite Mendip 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Listed_Building
https://governmentbuildings.co.uk/properties/view
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District Council having a policy that protects the former track bed.  The Trust only heard 
about this second hand when it was too late to do anything and the Trust's bridge 
inspector said there was no safety justification for the works.  Highways England stated 
that “We formally applied for planning permission to infill the bridge at Chilcompton and it 
was granted by the planning authority, which means that the route can’t have been 
identified or protected as a future walking or cycling route.” 

In a strategic report from 2016, Highways England stated it wished to “significantly reduce 
the level of liability and risk to itself and DfT through demolition and infilling".  The number 
of structures within the Historical Railways Estate would be reduced by 10-15% (320-480 
structures).   

In autumn 2020, Highways England set up a new 5 year 'Works Framework Contract'; 
Jacobs was awarded the contract for overall management of monitoring assets within the 
Historic Railways Estate and 6 contractors (responsible for different areas of the country) 
were appointed to carry out minor works and reactive maintenance.  To carry out the first 
phase of work, Highways England has been given a one-year settlement of £13M for 
2021/22.  It now seems that Highways England is speeding up the disposal of properties in 
a sneaky way.  Letters have been sent out by Jacobs to local planning authorities telling 
them that Highways England plans to infill or demolish old railway structures in their area.  
This has prompted a group of engineers, cycle campaigners and heritage campaigners to 
form 'The HRE Group' to fight these proposals because of the following issues: 

 The works have been put forward with no assessment of their impact on any rail or 
active travel proposals 

 Highways England are trying to put forward the proposals for infilling or demolition 
under permitted development powers, thereby circumventing the scrutiny of the 
normal planning process. Permitted development powers are applicable in 
emergencies, such as when there is a severe risk of injury, but not just because the 
structures require maintenance.  Apparently the permitted development powers also 
require the structure to be returned to its previous state within 6 months - hardly 
possible if it has been demolished or filled with concrete!  

In response to a Freedom of Information request from the HRE Group, Highways England 
said that they were planning to infill 115 bridges and to remove 15 structures over the next 
5 years - this being for safety reasons.  They added that the road bridges in question have 
failed their structural assessment and so infilling is the safest option – but this statement 
needs to be questioned.   

The structural assessment, called BD21, checks a bridge's capacity to carry loads - 40 
tonnes is the top classification (for the heaviest lorries) but there are lower classifications 
for 26, 18 or 7.5 tonnes.  The problem is that Highways England fails a bridge structure if it 
does not pass the 40 tonne loading test – even though the bridge may never have been 
designed for 40 tonnes or they are on roads that are not suitable for such loads.  In other 
words, they are using a bridge’s inability to carry loads that it will never meet, to claim that 
it is unsafe and thus requires emergency infilling – a strange logic!   
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The HRE Group has produced a map of the disused railway structures under threat of 
demolition or infilling by Highways England:  https://tinyurl.com/atriskhre.  Around the 
Bristol area, there are two entries:     

  

Whitchurch Bridge Horse Batch Bridge 
 

Whitchurch Bridge – where A37 crosses over the old Bristol and North Somerset line at the 
southern edge of Whitchurch.  Proposed for infilling.  Rail alignment completely severed by 
development and so no sensible re-use.  There may be little objection to the proposal.  

Horse Batch Bridge on Titlands Lane, near Wells – where it crosses over the Cheddar Valley 
Branch (Strawberry Line).  The line is on a proposed cycle route (extension of existing 
Yatton→Cheddar trail towards Wells and Shepton Mallet).  Jacobs recently informed 
Mendip District Council of their intention to infill this bridge.  This would have made it 
much more difficult and expensive to extend the cycle route. But engineers changed their 
minds four weeks later claiming that the work was no longer necessary as a result of £16K 
worth of repairs carried out ten months earlier. The Council’s planning team had 
challenged the lack of detail and illegitimate use of permitted development powers. 

Thus at present there does not seem any re-usable structures around Bristol on the HRE hit 
list but there are many examples around the country where viable structures are 
threatened with infilling.  For instance, two bridges near Alnwick (in Northumberland), on 
the line of the proposed cycle/ pedestrian route known as the Alnwick Greenway on the 
former Alnwick to Cornhill branch line, are at risk and the story is as follows:   

In May 2020, Alnwick Town Council, Civic Society and a rambling group objected to the 
proposed infilling of these bridges.  Jacobs recognized that the schemes would conflict 
with local policies to safeguard disused railway lines and reuse them for leisure purposes.  
Nothing happened for four months; then the firm told Northumberland County Council 
that the infilling schemes would be going ahead under permitted development powers “in 
order to prevent an emergency arising.”  However inspection reports record both bridges 
to be in generally good condition, with a low risk ranking – so what is the emergency?   
Without being able to pass beneath the bridges the proposed route would need to have a 
path built round one of the bridges and users would have to cross a busy, fast road at the 
other.  A supporter of the Greenway scheme said “How can one part of the Department 

https://tinyurl.com/atriskhre
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for Transport spend huge amounts of money promoting walking and cycling, whilst 
another is taking a wrecking ball to the prospects of creating more safe paths?” 

 

One of two bridges near Alnwick, threatened with infilling.   Photo: HRE Group 
 

In December 2020 the HRE Group wrote to transport minister Chris Heaton-Harris 
expressing its concerns over the potential long-term impacts of Highways England’s new 
approach to managing the Historical Railways Estate.  It has asked for assurances that “no 
HRE structures will be demolished or infilled without assessments first being undertaken of 
each scheme’s impact on proposed or potential reuses of the relevant disused railway 
alignment and that Jacobs/Highways England will fully engage with normal planning 
processes to ensure that all proposals are subject to effective and appropriate scrutiny in 
relation to local development plans and policies, and through consultation with local rail 
and active travel groups.”   

Of course, there is no way that all historic bridges and other structures can be kept forever.  
Some will have deteriorated to such an extent that they have to be demolished or replaced 
and others will have no possible future use.  But just getting rid of assets, without a proper 
evaluation of their potential, is very short sighted; Highways England seems to be taking on 
the role of judge, jury and executioner in a rush to reduce liability.   

If you are concerned about this, HRE Group has set up a petition 
https://www.change.org/theHREgroup which you can use to register your support for 
the campaign.    

 

https://www.change.org/theHREgroup
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We need good connections 

 
 
Filton Abbey Wood is Bristol’s busiest suburban station and so potentially there will be 
many people wishing to travel to/ from it by bus (and other modes of transport).  Despite 
this, the bus stops (on Filton Avenue) remain about 650-700 metres from the station, a 
distance that could be a challenge for those with reduced mobility. It is worth noting that 
the distance from the unused bus stop in the station car park is only about 200 metres!  

Instead, South Gloucestershire Council promotes Bristol Parkway as the best station from 
which to transfer to buses.  However fewer local trains call at Parkway, the roads around it 
are often affected by congestion and so it is far less efficient as a transfer station than 
Filton Abbey Wood.  It would make more sense to ask rail passengers to continue further 
by rapid rail transit to Abbey Wood and catch their onward buses from there.  

Clear signage at bus stops and train stations to direct passengers between them is urgently 
required; there is nothing more off-putting than arriving at, say, a bus station and then 
having to hunt around for the onward connection to your destination.  At Filton Abbey 
Wood, there is still no clear signage to direct those arriving at the bus stops on Filton 
Avenue towards the station, or vice-versa – despite many calls for this to be rectified.  Even 
at places where bus stops are adjacent to rail stations, like Lawrence Hill or Clifton Down, 
the signage is woefully inadequate.  This is an easy (and cheap!) win for our local 
authorities so there is really no excuse for inaction.   

FOSBR has repeatedly highlighted 

our local authorities' failure to 

promote stations and bus stops as 

interchanges. In April 2014's 

newsletter (no. 85) we talked about 

Filton Abbey Wood as a prime 

example of how they appeared 

determined to maintain the status 

quo by using tenuous arguments for 

inaction.  Since then little has 

changed.  

Photo: Rob (FoSBR Chair) at Filton 
Abbey Wood's bus stop (in the car 
park), next to the wide path linking 
to Nutfield Grove.  

The bus sign helpfully informs that    
’This bus stop is not currently served 
by any bus services’.  
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As WECA are planning to deliver new stations, we are keen to ensure that they are on bus 
routes and with stops as near as possible.  For example, at Ashley Down, while there is a 
bus stop on Muller Road by the railway bridge for travel north, the nearest stop to travel 
south is by Lidl (the former bus depot site), a 450 m walk or by Elmcroft Crescent, a 350 m 
walk.  

Another example of inadequate rail/bus interchange is at Stapleton Road station, the bus 
stops for which lie along Stapleton Road.  The nearest bus stop (110 m away) is near the 
Berwick Road junction but this is only on one side of Stapleton Road, in the direction of the 
city centre.  The two nearest bus stops going in the opposite direction (towards Fishponds) 
are each about 200 m away from the station, between St Marks Road and Robertson Road 
or between Warwick Road and Belmont Road.  Compare these distances with a bus stop by 
the station entrance which would only be about 55 m from the platforms. 

At a time when the MetroWest project is due to deliver a long-awaited half-hourly service 
(one of FOSBR's key campaign objectives), we will not get full value for money and 
maximise passenger numbers if there are a lack of interchanges that enable people to 
easily get to and from the stations. That is why FOSBR is encouraged to hear that local 
campaigning union Acorn have started a campaign called "Where's my Stop" - to ensure 
that bus stops are in convenient locations.  We hope this will increase awareness of the 
issue of bus stops near rail stations.  

Acorn already have  a petition asking WECA to take control of bus services -
https://acornuk.good.do/southwest/tbob_sw/ and  FOSBR have repeatedly called on 
WECA to take  bus and rail powers – this being standard practice in other transport 
authorities.  We think now is a good time to put pressure on WECA to finally take action.  
We know that some FOSBR members are also members of Acorn and hope that they will 
be involved in this campaign.  Unless public transport is convenient (and cheap of course!) 
people are less likely to use it.    

Seeing is believing and so we challenge councillors to make some journeys by public 
transport that require a change between bus and train - to see exactly what the public has 
to put up with.  We hope they remember that it's not just people without cars who use or 
rely on public transport but a wide cross-section of their voters!  

**************************************************** 

 

Brabazon Arena and Transport in Bristol’s North Fringe Area 

As part of its latest Investment Fund programme, the West of England Combined Authority 
(WECA) on 29 January 2021 approved the funding of £350k to develop an Outline Business 
Case for the ‘North Fringe Public Infrastructure Package’.  The funding would permit a 
review of highway improvements necessary to deal with the traffic generated by the YTL 
Brabazon arena and associated facilities that have recently been awarded planning 
permission.  The findings from this review will then be used to get the funding for any 
necessary works.  It is considered that the original Traffic Assessment (TA)  for the Arena 

https://acornuk.good.do/southwest/tbob_sw/
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planning proposal, which was prepared by Momentum transport consultancy and can be 
viewed in papers attached to South Glos Council planning application P19/16740/F, was 
rushed and not sufficiently detailed – hence the commissioning of this new, more detailed 
work. 
 

The application for this package clearly sets out that "The focus of the transport strategy 
will be on sustainable measures and limiting the use of car borne trips as far as possible, 
supporting the climate change agenda".  (www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2021/01/Feasibility-Funding-Application-HFIP.pdf).  Indeed, the original 
TA did take account, to some degree, the effect of public transport (metrobus and rail) on 
traffic volumes - basing their models on the currently proposed services (6 buses and 1 
train per hour).     

 

Looking at rail, we consider that it is not sufficient to consider that just one train per hour 
will arrive at the new, proposed North Filton station.  What would happen if the proposed 
Henbury Spur service were to run two trains per hour (apparently it is operationally 
possible, even with the present rail layout) – or even a 20-minute or 15-minute frequency?   
Also what would be the effect of opening the line to Avonmouth (the Henbury Loop) or 
even providing a service direct to Parkway via the Filton Diamond, on road transport in the 
North Bristol Fringe area?  Rail is uniquely suitable for moving a large amount of people to 
and from the Arena and strategically timed rail services could do much to minimise the 
number of cars travelling to large events.   
 
In other words, we sincerely hope that the consultants (AECOM) will look at every way that 
rail and bus provision could be maximised so as to reduce the number of people travelling 
to the venue by car.  If this means a stronger business case for the Henbury Loop, then this 
would be an added incentive to get it done.  The A38 and other roads in the area are 
heavily congested and those living in the area deserve a future with less road traffic and 
cleaner air.  We look forward to seeing what this new Transport Assessment will suggest.  
 

http://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Feasibility-Funding-Application-HFIP.pdf
http://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Feasibility-Funding-Application-HFIP.pdf
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Tina goes West 
 

 

 

While involved with FoSBR, Tina has put an enormous amount of energy into her 
campaigning role.  She has tirelessly attended the public forum of countless council 
meetings – firstly Bristol City Council, then South Gloucestershire Council, sometimes 
BANES and most often WECA.  She soon got to know many of the officers and was a dab 
hand at networking and so finding out information useful to our campaigns.  She enjoyed 
sifting out the salient points from long and complicated reports, which she then used to 
put forward her pro-rail arguments.   Tina was also the instigator of the inspirational FoSBR 
Plan for Rail which is being continuously updated and refined.  We will miss Tina and her 
formidable energy.   

Thank you Tina for all your work for FoSBR and we wish you all the best in your new 
academic venture.   (Ed:  there is more about Tina’s time with FoSBR on our website: Tina’s 
10 years with FoSBR | Friends of Suburban Bristol Railways.) 

************************************************************************** 
 

FoSBR T-shirts still for sale 
 

 

Dr Christina Biggs (Tina) has been FoSBR Secretary and 
Campaign Lead for some 10 years.  But she has just 
started a postdoctoral research project in January, which 
involves commuting westwards to Swansea University 
two days a week.  She is therefore stepping down from all 
her voluntary roles to make sure her family life with her 
husband and eight year old daughter does not suffer. 

Tina will be working at the Energy Safety Research 
Institute, at the University, on an idea she has had 
recently for electrolysing hydrogen from water in a cheap 
and sustainable way.  You may be aware of the growing 
interest in a hydrogen economy worldwide so it will be 
exciting for Tina to be part of the teamwork needed to 
make this a reality and save our planet from further 
climate change and air pollution. 
 

 

We still have a few of our 25 Year Anniversary T-
shirts available for you to buy at the special price of 
£5.00.  At present, we have a range of sizes to 
choose from: 4 small, 8 medium, 1 large and 4 extra 
large.  They are 100% cotton (no nasty synthetics!) 
and are machine washable.   

If you would like to take up this offer, either:  
e-mail us at:  general@fosbr.org.uk  

or ring Teresa on:  07765 114631 
 
 

https://fosbr.org.uk/tina-biggs-10-years-fosbr/
https://fosbr.org.uk/tina-biggs-10-years-fosbr/
mailto:general@fosbr.org.uk
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From the Editor 

In response to the photo of Old Ashley Hill Junction in the previous newsletter, I received a 
note from Peter Davey, a long standing member of FoSBR.  His father, S Miles Davey, took 
that photo in about 1930 while he was standing on a footbridge during a visit to the old 
Fairfield Secondary and Higher Grade School (now Fairfield High School).  So the mystery of 
the photo’s origin is now solved! 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Bristol East Junction - update 

Preparation works for the re-modelling of this junction have been carried over the last few 
months so as to reduce the length of disruption for the passengers when the main works 
starts. This has included replacement of sections of tracks and points, moving/ replacing 
signals, and installation of a new, larger gantry.  

The main works are due to take eight weeks to complete, from Saturday 10 July to Friday 
3 September.  During this period, some trains will be diverted and others will be replaced 
by buses.  If travelling at that time, it would be wise to check for updates on 
nationalrail.co.uk or GWR.com/Bristol.  

 
Our next newsletter will be in late summer 2021.   If you have anything for the next 
newsletter (comments, photos, whinges, praise, poems, etc.), please send them in to us.  
 

General enquiries: general@fosbr.org.uk Website:  webmaster@fosbr.org.uk 
Chair:  chairman@fosbr.org.uk Facebook:  www.facebook.com/FOSBR 
Membership: membership@fosbr.org.uk Twitter:  www.twitter.com/FOSBR 
Newsletter:  newsletter@fosbr.org.uk Website:   www.fosbr.org.uk 
Campaigning:  campaigns@fosbr.org.uk  

or write to FoSBR, c/o 29 Brighton Road, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6NU 
                                                                     FOSBR, printed by Greyhound, Clifton 

Peter also is the curator of the Bristol Tram 
Photograph Collection and has published various 
booklets and photograph collections about trams 
and buses.  He has just written a fascinating booklet, 
filled with old photos and illustrations, about horse-
drawn buses in Bristol at the end of the Victorian 
period (title page shown on the left).  Well worth a 
read and available @ £5.00.  Either send a £5 note or 
a £5 cheque (to Peter Davey) at: 4 Downs Park East, 
Bristol, BS6 7QD  
 

https://www.nationalrail.co.uk/
https://www.gwr.com/Bristol
mailto:general@fosbr.org.uk
http://www.facebook.com/FOSBR
mailto:membership@fosbr.org.uk
mailto:newsletter@fosbr.org.uk
http://www.fosbr.org.uk/

